
Language in Use - Jobs

Practise your English skills with our topic: jobs.

 
I want my Mum to help _________ to look for a job!
     her
     I
     me

 
I want a job I can ______________ do after school.
     easyly
     easily
     easy

 
Mum: You have looked in the local paper, ______________ you?
Which question tag do you need here?
 

 
No, I have not looked in the papers yet. I told Mum that I _________ looked in the papers yet.
 

 
I was filling out an application form, when Mum _________ in.
Fill in the right form of "come"
     come
     came
     coming

 
I am ______________ for a job at Mr. Todd's bakery! I said to Mum.
Fill in the right form of "apply"
 

 
Yesterday I ______________ a call from Mr Todd, the baker.
     receive
     have received
     received

 
If I had not filled in the application form, Mr Todd _________ not have invited me.
     could
     will
     would
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Language in Use - Jobs

 
______________ meet me, Mr Todd invited me for an interview.
     In order to 
     However
     Although 

 
Mum: When do you have your interview? I _________ tonight at six!
     goes
     went
     am going

 
Mum: Do you want me to come with you to the interview? No, I plan to go by ______________
 

 
How many hours can you work? Mr Todd asked me how many hours I ______________ work.
 

 
Mr Todd is very  nice. He said: You can have ______________ many cream buns you can eat!
     although
     because of
     however

 
I will work five hours a week ______________ I have enough time for homework and leisure.
     so that
     although
     because of

 
You are happy with 10 Pounds/hour, ______________ you?
     aren't
     isn't
     haven't
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